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DEFINABLE CATEGORIES AND T-MOTIVES
LUCA BARBIERI-VIALE AND MIKE PREST
Abstract. Making use of Freyd’s free abelian category on a pread-
ditive category we show that if T : D → A is a representation of
a quiver D in an abelian category A then there is an abelian cate-
gory A(T ), a faithful exact functor FT : A(T )→ A and an induced
representation T˜ : D → A(T ) such that FT T˜ = T universally. We
then can show that T-motives as well as Nori’s motives are given
by a certain category of functors on definable categories.
Introduction
In [5], see also [7], Nori, starting with the category Vk of algebraic
varieties, i.e. separated schemes of finite type, over k a subfield of the
complex numbers C, constructed an abelian category which is an avatar
of the hypothesized category of effective homological mixed motives.
See [1] for an introduction to the motivic world.
First he builds the diagram, or quiver, which has, for vertices, triples
(X, Y, i) with X ∈ Vk, Y a closed subvariety of X and i ≥ 0 an integer.
If f : X → X ′ is a morphism in Vk with f(Y ) ⊆ Y
′ then there is a
corresponding arrow from (X, Y, i) to (X ′, Y ′, i) for each i. There is
also an arrow, for each pair of closed subvarieties Z ⊆ Y ⊆ X , from
(X, Y, i) to (Y, Z, i−1) corresponding to the boundary map in the long
exact sequence of singular homology groups.
He then considers the representation of this diagram, given by sin-
gular homology of a pair, mapping (X, Y, i) to the finitely generated
abelian group Hsingi (X(C), Y (C)). From this, he constructs an abelian
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category EHM through which this, and any other reasonable (co)ho-
mology theory should factor. More generally, in fact, such a universal
abelian category exists for any representation in the category R-mod,
of finitely generated modules over a commutative Noetherian ring R.
Theorem (Nori). Let D be a quiver and T : D → R-mod a rep-
resentation of D. There is an abelian R-linear category C(T ), a R-
linear faithful exact functor FT : C(T ) → R-mod and a representation
T˜ : D → C(T ) such that FT T˜ = T universally.
See [7, Chapter 6] for a detailed proof. The universal property goes
as follows. Let B be an abelian R-linear category, G : B → R-mod
a R-linear faithful exact functor, and S : D → B a representation of
S in B such that GS = T . Then there is a R-linear faithful exact
functor FS : C(T ) → B unique (up to unique isomorphism) such that
the following diagram commutes (up to isomorphism):
C(T )
FS

FT

D
T
55
T˜
99
S
// B
G
// R-mod
The original construction of C(T ) is not straightforward and goes via a
construction, involving comodules, for finite subquivers of D and then
taking a 2-colimit of abelian categories. Under additional conditions
on R, e.g. if it is a field, we have that C(T ) itself is a category of
comodules over a coalgebra. Note that in [2] it is proven that Deligne’s
1-motives can be obtained via Nori’s construction.
In [3], Caramello gives a proof of Nori’s theorem by a very different,
more general and rather direct construction, obtaining the category
C(T ) as the Barr exact completion or effectivization of the syntactic
category of the regular theory of the representation T . This category is
indeed abelian and it has the required universal property even for repre-
sentations in all R-modules, the latter following from general properties
of models of a regular theory.
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Subsequently, in [4], for any fixed base category C along with a distin-
guished subcategory M, a regular homological theory T is introduced
on a signature strongly related to Nori’s diagram when C is Vk and
M is given by closed immersions. The exact completion of the regular
syntactic category of T is an abelian category A[T] which is universal
with respect to T-models in abelian categories. Nori’s category EHM
can be obtained as A[THsing ] for the regular theory THsing of the model
Hsing (singular homology) by adding to T all regular axioms which are
valid in Hsing. The category A[T] is the category of constructible T-
motives in [4].
In fact, in the additive context, a direct algebraic construction may
be given of both C(T ) and A[T], which makes use of Freyd’s free abelian
category on a preadditive category [6]. We use [8, Chapter 4] as a ref-
erence for this, see also [9]. We also make use of definable additive
categories which are exactly the categories of models of regular addi-
tive theories in abelian groups. In fact, all the previously mentioned
constructions can be deduced from the following result.
Theorem. Let D be a quiver. There is an abelian category Ab(D)
and a universal representation ∆ : D → Ab(D), i.e. if T : D → A is
a representation of D in an abelian category A then there is a unique
exact functor F : Ab(D) → A such that F∆ = T . Furthermore, there
is a Serre quotient pi : Ab(D)→→A(T ) along with a faithful exact func-
tor FT : A(T )→ A and an induced representation T˜ : D → A(T ) such
that FT T˜ = T universally.
The universal property here can be visualized by the following com-
mutative diagram
Ab(D)
pi


F

D
T
66
∆
99
T˜
//
S ((
A(T )
FT
//
FS

A
B
G
CC
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where GS = T , B is abelian, G and FS are faithful exact. The functors
F , FT and FS are unique up to natural equivalence.
There is an easy R-linear variant of this Theorem, where Ab(D)
has to be replaced by a universal R-linear abelian category AbR(D),
showing Nori’s Theorem in the particular case when A = R-mod.
The construction of this abelian category A(T ) attached to a repre-
sentation T gives us, in addition, an interpretation of A(T ) as a certain
category of functors on the definable category generated by T (that is,
the category of models of its regular theory).
We also describe another interpretation of A(T ), as the category
of pp-pairs and pp-defined maps, already present as a consequence of
the previous construction (we remark that “regular formula” and “pp
formula” are alternative and equivalent terminologies). This interpre-
tation sheds some light on the category A[T], presented here as a Serre
quotient of Ab(D) where D is the canonical diagram associated to a
pair (C,M) as mentioned above, and also on its Serre quotients A[T′]
obtained by adding regular axioms to the homological theory T as ex-
plained in [4].
The plan of this paper is the following. In Section 1 we provide a
proof of the Theorem above and its R-linear variant. In Section 2 we
give a description of Ab(D) and A(T ) in terms of definable categories
and we show the link with T-motives.
Notation. We shall denote by Ab the category of abelian groups. For
A and B preadditive categories (A,B) shall denote the category of ad-
ditive functors fromA to B where we tacitly assume that A is skeletally
small, i.e. it has a set of objects up to isomorphism.
1. The universal representation of a quiver
Here we construct the universal representation ∆ : D → Ab(D) of a
quiver. We show how any representation T of D in an abelian category
A lifts to an exact functor F : Ab(D)→ A between abelian categories.
We also describe an R-linear variant of this construction.
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1.1. Representations and modules over path algebras. Let’s start
with a diagram, or quiver, D, that is, a directed graph, given by a set
D0 of vertices and a set D1 of arrows, plus source and target maps
from D1 to D0. Then a representation T of D in an abelian (or more
generally, preadditive) category A is an assignment of, for each s ∈ D0,
an object Ts ∈ A, and for each arrow α : s → t in D1, a morphism
Tα : Ts → Tt of A.
The category RepA(D) of A-representations of D has these for its
objects. A morphism f : T → S between representations is a collection
(fs)s∈D0 of morphisms in A with fs : Ts → Ss such that, for every
α ∈ D1, α : s→ t, we have
Ts
Tα
//
fs

Tt
ft

Ss
Sα
// St
a commutative square in the category A.
Note that any representation T : D → A extends uniquely to a
functor T : D → A from the path category D of D.
If we start with a skeletally small category C then by a representation
of C in A we mean a functor from C to A. Note that any such functor
extends uniquely to an additive functor from the abelian enrichment
ZC of C, which is defined to have the same objects of C and to have,
for group of morphisms from c to d, the free Z-module on C(c, d), with
composition being defined in the obvious way.
If we have a skeletally small preadditive category R, for example one
of the above form ZC, then we may regard this as a ring with many
objects. In this case a representation of R in A will mean an additive
functor from R to A and is usually referred to as a left R-module
M : R → A.
If D is our diagram then the abelian enrichment ZD of the path
category may be identified with the Z-path algebra, ZD, of D. This is
formed by taking the free Z-module on basis D0 ∪D
∗
1 where the latter
denotes the set of all paths formed from arrows in D1, that is, sequences
αn . . . α1 where the source of αi+1 is the target of αi for each i (so if α is
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a loop then all powers of α are in D∗1). To define the multiplication on
ZD it is enough to define it on basis elements, where it is composition
when defined, and 0 when not (i.e. if the target of the path p is a
different vertex from the source of the path q then qp = 0). The arrows
corresponding to the vertices of D act as local identities. If there are
just finitely vertices then ZD is equivalent to a ring, in general to a
small preadditive category.
There is a unique extension of the representation T : D → A to an
additive functor M : ZD → A. On objects, this agrees with T and, if
αi ∈ D(d, d
′) and ni ∈ Z, then M(
∑
i niαi) =
∑
i niTαi .
1.1.1. Lemma. The category RepA(D) is naturally equivalent to the
category (ZD,A) of additive functors from ZD to A. In particular,
the category of representations of D in Ab is naturally equivalent to
the category ZD-Mod of left ZD-modules.
Proof. If we think of a ZD-module as an additive functor from the
preadditive category ZD then, from representations ofD to ZD-modules
is the construction above, with the inverse being restriction of a ZD-
module to its values on the vertices and arrows of D. 
1.2. Freyd’s free abelian category. So let us suppose that we are
given a representation of one of the above forms. For uniformity of
treatment, we may as well assume this be an additive functorM : R →
A with A abelian and R preadditive. Then there is an embedding of
R into an abelian category (which does not depend on M) and an
essentially unique lift to an exact functor as below.
1.2.1. Theorem (Freyd, [6]). Given a skeletally small preadditive cat-
egory R, there is a full and faithful embedding R → Ab(R) such that,
for any additive functor M : R → A, where A is abelian, there is
a unique-to-natural-equivalence exact extension F : Ab(R) → A as
follows
R //
M

Ab(R)
F
{{
A
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It may be that the functor F above is not faithful. The object kernel
of F is a Serre subcategory of Ab(R), so we may consider the quotient
category A(M) =: Ab(R)/ker(F ) and we get the factorisation
Ab(R)
pi
// //
F

A(M)
FMyy
A
where now the new induced functor FM : A(M) → A is faithful and
exact.
1.2.2. Corollary. Given a skeletally small preadditive category R and
an additive functor M : R → A, there is a small abelian category
A(M) and a commutative diagram as shown, where FM is exact and is
faithful on objects and morphisms.
A universal property of A(M), generalising that of Ab(R) in Theo-
rem 1.2.1, will be given in Section 2.1.
1.3. Proof of the Theorem. Now apply Freyd’s general framework
to the preadditive category R = ZD and denote the category Ab(ZD)
by Ab(D) for short. We follow the construction and proof of Freyd’s
theorem as given in [8, Chapter 4].
Note that the functor M from ZD to A induced by T ∈ RepA(D)
has a unique extension to an additive functor M+ from the additive
completion ZD+ of ZD. The objects of ZD+ are finite sequences of
objects of D and the arrows are rectangular matrices of arrows (with
appropriate domains and codomains) from ZD. The functor M+ takes
(d1, . . . , dn) to Td1⊕· · ·⊕Tdn and takes a morphism (αij)ij to (Mαij)ij .
This may be further extended uniquely to an additive functor M++
from the idempotent-splitting (= Karoubian = pseudoabelian) com-
pletion ZD++ to A. The objects of ZD++ are pairs X := (d, α) with d
an object of ZD+ and α = α2 an idempotent endomorphism of ZD+,
the morphisms from (d, α) to (e, β) being the morphisms γ : d → e
with βγα = γ.
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1.3.1. Lemma. There is a natural equivalence between Grothendieck
abelian categories
RepAb(D) ≃ ZD-Mod = (ZD,Ab) ≃ (ZD
+,Ab) ≃ (ZD++,Ab)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.1.1 and [8, Chapter 2]. 
We tacitly keep using the equivalence ZD-Mod ≃ ZD++-Mod :=
(ZD++,Ab) in what follows. Let ZD-mod denote the category (ZD,Ab)fp
of finitely presented left ZD-modules. Since the Yoneda embedding
X 7→ (X,−) from ZD++ to
(
ZD++-Mod
)op
is an anti-equivalence of
ZD++ with the category of finitely generated projectives in ZD-Mod,
and since these are generating, the finitely presented modules are those
with a projective presentation as the cokernel of (Y,−)
(γ,−)
−−−→ (X,−)
for some γ : X → Y in ZD++.
We extend M , equivalently M++, to a left exact functor
F ′ :
(
ZD-mod
)op
→ A
that is, to a right exact functor from ZD-mod to A, as follows (cf. the
proof of Theorem 4.3 in [8] and the commentary before that). Let
N ∈ ZD-mod. Take γ : X → Y in ZD++ inducing, under the Yoneda
embedding, a projective presentation
(Y,−)
(γ,−)
−−−→ (X,−)→ N → 0
of N . Then define
F ′(N) := ker(M++X
M++γ
−−−−→M++Y )
Using projectivity of representable functors, there is an induced action
on morphisms and one checks that the action of F ′ on objects is inde-
pendent of the chosen projective presentation and that the action on
morphisms is well-defined.
We apply again a Yoneda functor No → (N,−) from
(
ZD-mod
)op
to (ZD-mod,Ab)fp, where we use superscript o to indicate objects and
morphisms in the opposite category. Finally F ′ is extended to a right
exact and, one may check (directly or using the equivalence, in Section
2.1, between (ZD-mod,Ab)fp and the category of pp-pairs), exact, in
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addition to well-defined, functor
F : (ZD-mod,Ab)fp → A
by sending Θ ∈ (ZD-mod,Ab)fp to
F (Θ) := coker(F ′No
F ′go
−−→ F ′P o)
where P
g
−→ N in ZD++-mod is such that (N,−)
(g,−)
−−−→ (P,−)→ Θ→ 0
is a projective presentation in (ZD-mod,Ab)fp.
In summary, we obtain the following commutative diagram
D
T
,,
//
∆
))
ZD //
M
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
(ZD-mod)op //
F ′

(ZD-mod,Ab)fp := Ab(D)
F
rrA
where the functor from ZD to Ab(D) factors through (ZD++-mod)op
and/or equivalently (ZD-mod)op and it is the composition of two Yoneda
embeddings. Thus, given M : ZD −→ A induced by T ∈ RepA(D)
with A abelian, one obtains the functor F which is exact, along with
its restriction F ′ which is only left exact.
Now let ker(F ) := {Θ ∈ Ab(D) : F (Θ) = 0}. This is a Serre
subcategory of Ab(D) and so, by the universal property of the quotient
pi : Ab(D)→ A(T ) := A(M) = Ab(D)/ ker(F )
there is an essentially unique, exact, functor FT : A(T ) → A with
FTpi = F as claimed. Clearly, the induced representation T˜ =: pi∆
from D to A(T ) is such that FT T˜ = FTpi∆ = F∆ = T .
Furthermore, if we have S ∈ RepB(D) with B abelian and G : B → A
faithful exact such that GS = T then let H : Ab(D)→ B be the exact
functor induced by Freyd’s theorem such that H∆ = S. So GH∆ = T
and by uniqueness of F we have a natural equivalence GH ∼= F . This
implies that A(T ) = A(S) since ker(F ) = ker(H), G being faithful
exact. We then have T˜ = S˜ and get FS : A(T )→ B faithful exact such
that GFS is naturally equivalent to FT . The Theorem is then clear.
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1.4. Nori’s category and the R-linear case. Note that for R a
commutative unitary ring we now can get an R-linear structure RD
in the same way as we did for ZD by considering the R-path algebra.
This is the small preadditive R-linear category RD given by the path
category D. We here define RD to have the same objects as D and to
have, for R-module of morphisms from c to d, the free R-module on
D(c, d), with composition being defined as usual.
Given this, and an additive R-linear categoryA, the category RepA(D)
is then naturally equivalent to the category (RD,A) of additive R-
linear functors from RD to A. Now we have natural equivalences
(RD,R-Mod) ≃ (RD+, R-Mod) ≃ (RD++, R-Mod)
as above. Consider the category (RD,R-Mod)fp of finitely presented
RD-modules and set
AbR(D) := ((RD,R-Mod)
fp, R-Mod)fp
Thus given M : RD −→ A induced by T ∈ RepA(D) with A abelian
and R-linear, one obtains, as above, the functor F : AbR(D) → A
which is exact and R-linear. We then set
A(T ) := AbR(D)/ kerF
so that FT : A(T ) → A is also faithful and R-linear. As a particular
case, we get Nori’s theorem as a corollary of our Theorem:
1.4.1. Corollary. For a Noetherian ring R and A = R-mod we get
C(T ) ≃ A(T ).
Let us also note that when the preadditive category R has an R-
linear structure then so does Ab(R) and hence AbR(R) is naturally
equivalent (as an R-linear category) to Ab(R) equipped with that R-
linear structure. To see the R-linear structure on Ab(R) directly we
can follow its construction. A finitely presented R-module is the cok-
ernel of a morphism (Y,−)
(γ,−)
−−−→ (X,−) with γ : X → Y in R. The
R-linear structure of R means that R acts as endomorphisms of the
identity functor of R, hence any additive functor from R to Ab factors
through R-Mod. So there are induced R-module structures on (Y,−)
and (X,−), and (γ,−) will be a morphism of R-modules, hence the
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cokernel also carries an R-module structure. Similarly for the second
stage of the construction. We deduce that every object of Ab(R) is an
R-module and all morphisms of Ab(R) are R-linear.
2. Theoretical motives via definable categories
In the additive context the link between regular theories and their
categories of models can be expressed in terms of Serre subcategories
and corresponding localisations of the free abelian category. This uses
the equivalent views of these abelian categories as, on the one hand
categories of pp-sorts and, on the other, as localisations of the category
of functors on finitely presented models.
2.1. Definable additive categories. If R is a skeletally small pread-
ditive category then there is an equivalence (see e.g. [10, 10.2.30]) be-
tween Ab(R) as constructed above and the category of pp-pairs, equiv-
alently regular sequents, for the theory of R-modules. As a sequent,
such a pair can be written ⊢x φ → ψ where, without of loss of gen-
erality, it can be assumed that ⊢x ψ → φ already is valid in every
R-module. Here φ and ψ are pp (for “positive primitive”) formulas
in the same free variables, also referred to as regular formulas. As a
pp-pair, this is written φ/ψ (or φ(x)/ψ(x) in order to show the free
variables).
This pp-pair notation already refers to the fact that every pp-pair
φ/ψ, being an object of Ab(R), can be regarded as a functor, Fφ/ψ, from
R-mod to Ab, indeed fromR-Mod to Ab. Namely it is that which takes
M ∈ R-Mod to φ(M)/ψ(M), where φ(M) denotes the solution set of φ
in M . When R is a ring with one object φ(M) is a subgroup of Mn, n
being the number of free variables in φ; in general it is a subgroup of the
product of the sorts of M corresponding to the variables x. Solution
sets to pp formulas are preserved by morphisms, so there is an induced
action giving the value of Fφ/ψ on morphisms. The phrase φ/ψ is closed
on M is used to mean that the sequent ⊢x φ→ ψ is valid in M , since
its being valid is equivalent to the group φ(M)/ψ(M) being trivial.
These pp-pairs are the objects of the category of pp-pairs, denoted
RL
eq+ and equivalent to Ab(R); the arrows are the pp-defined maps
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between pp-pairs - that is, the pp-defined relations between such pairs
which are functional. Almost by definition, this category is naturally
equivalent to the effectivisation of the regular syntactic category for
the theory of R-modules. Note that the formal language, and hence
the meaning of pp=regular formula and the syntactic category, does
depend on the choice of language. For instance the language based
on ZD will have fewer sorts than that based on ZD++ but they are
equivalent in that any (pp) formula of the larger language is equivalent
in every ZD-module to a (pp) formula in the smaller language, at least
if one allows the addition of new sorts. In model theory this addition of
definable new sorts is known as the imaginaries, or eq construction (the
notation eq+ indicates the construction restricted to pp formulas). New
sorts are formed by introducing finite products of existing sorts and
factoring by definable equivalence relations – the process referred to as
effectivisation in the more category-theoretic model theory literature.
The various initial choices for language/syntactic category do all lead to
the same abelian category of pp-sorts which may, therefore, be regarded
as the category underlying the richest, and canonical, language for R-
modules.
Given anR-moduleM , the quotient categoryA(M) similarly may be
regarded as the category of sorts and function symbols for the canonical
language for M (and for the modules in the definable category that M
generates, see below). This gives us an interpretation of the exact func-
tor which we have denoted F (or FM ) as the unique extension, M
eq+,
of M to a structure for the canonical language: it assigns to each sort
φ/ψ its value, φ(M)/ψ(M), on M and to each arrow from φ(x)/ψ(x)
to φ′(y)/ψ′(y) the corresponding additive function from φ(M)/ψ(M)
to φ′(M)/ψ′(M) (where this function is definable by some pp formula
θ(x, y)). For more discussion of these languages see [9].
Next recall that if S is a Serre subcategory of an abelian cate-
gory A then the standard construction of the localised category A/S
changes the morphisms but not the objects. Therefore, in the case
that M is an R-module and the Serre subcategory is the kernel, SM
of pi : Ab(R) → A(M), the objects of the localised category A(M)
are the pp-pairs as before. The morphisms are the pp-defined relations
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between sorts which are provably functional in the regular theory ofM ,
equivalently which are functional when evaluated on M , equivalently
which are functional on every object in the definable category generated
by M (we define this next). Note that the pp-pairs which are closed
on M are exactly those which are objects in SM . Furthermore, a set
of pairs/regular sequents which generates SM as a Serre subcategory
is exactly a set of regular axioms which generates the regular theory,
TM , of M .
For M as above, the definable category 〈M〉 generated by M is the
full subcategory of R-Mod on those objects which are models of the
regular theory of the R-module M . These are the modules which sat-
isfy all the sequents ⊢ φ → ψ in TM , equivalently those modules on
which each pp-pair φ/ψ in SM is closed. This category has an alge-
braic characterisation, see [10, 3.4.7], as the smallest full subcategory
of R-Mod containing M which is closed under direct products, direct
limits and pure submodules. It is also equivalent to the category of
exact functors from A(M) to Ab, i.e.
〈M〉 ≃ Ex(A(M),Ab)
(this follows from the universal property of the abelian categories in-
volved).
As described above, the equivalence of the category A(M) with the
category of pp-pairs and pp-definable maps for the regular theory ofM
allows us to view A(M) as a category of functors from 〈M〉 to Ab. In
fact, [8, 12.10], it is the category of those additive functors from 〈M〉
to Ab which commute with direct products and direct limits.
Each object M ′ in 〈M〉 has regular theory containing that of M ;
these will be equal iff 〈M ′〉 = 〈M〉, that is, in the regular theories
terminology, if and only if M ′ is a conservative model of the regular
theory of M . Otherwise M ′ satisfies more regular sequents than M , so
SM ′ ) SM . In that case, 〈M
′〉 will be a proper definable subcategory
of 〈M〉 and, on the functor category side, A(M ′) will be a proper Serre
quotient of A(M). A Serre-generating subset of the kernel, SM ′/SM ,
of that quotient map is a set of regular axioms which must be added to
the regular theory ofM in order to logically generate the regular theory
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of M ′. We remark that every proper definable subcategory of 〈M〉 has
the form 〈M ′〉 for some M ′ ∈ 〈M〉 ([10, 3.4.12]). We may express this
relation between 〈M〉 and A(M) by the following universal property.
2.1.1. Theorem. Suppose that R is an R-linear preadditive category,
where R is a commutative unital ring. Let M : R → R-Mod be an
R-linear representation. Let M ′ ∈ 〈M〉, that is, suppose that M ′ is a
model of the regular theory of M . Then there is a unique, to natural
equivalence, exact R-linear functor GM ′ : A(M) → R-Mod such that
the following diagram
R //
M ′

A(M)
G
M′yy
R-Mod
commutes. The functor GM ′ will be faithful precisely if 〈M
′〉 = 〈M〉,
that is, if and only if M and M ′ have the same regular theory.
Proof. Recall from Section 1.4 that Ab(R) and hence A(M) carries an
R-linear structure.
For existence, we take the composition of the canonical localisation
pi0 : A(M) → A(M
′) (which exists since, by hypothesis, SM ⊆ SM ′)
with the functor FM ′ from the diagram after 1.2.1.
Suppose that the exact functor G : A(M)→ R-Mod also makes the
diagram commute. Precomposing with the localisation pi : Ab(R) →
A(M), we deduce from 1.2.1 thatGpi andGM ′pi are naturally equivalent
and hence, by the universal property of the localisation pi, that G is
naturally equivalent to GM ′.
Since GM ′ factors through the localisation A(M)→ A(M
′) the last
statement is direct from the discussion above, describing the kernel of
this localisation in terms of regular theories. 
It can be useful to have a statement like 2.1.1 but starting with an R-
linear representation M : R → G where G is any Grothendieck abelian
R-linear category. In fact, the proof above works just as well in that
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case. Here is the diagram (which also illustrates the proof of 2.1.1).
R
∆
//
M ′

M
  ✁✁
✁✁
✁✁
✁✁
Ab(R)
pi
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
pi′

G
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
A(M)
FM
oo
pi0zz
G
uu
G A(M ′)
F
M′
oo
2.2. T-motives. Consider now a category C and a distinguished sub-
category M of C. Let C be the category of pairs with objects the
arrows in M and morphisms the commutative squares of C. We shall
denote (X, Y ) an object of C, i.e. a morphism f : Y → X of M, and
 : (X, Y )→ (X ′, Y ′) a commutative square.
Following Nori, we can define a quiver D, which we can call the
Nori diagram of C, with vertices the triples (X, Y, i) for each i ∈ Z
and arrows (X, Y, i) → (X ′, Y ′, i) associated to arrows  in C with
additional arrows (X, Y, i)→ (Y, Z, i−1) corresponding to ∂ : (Y, Z)→
(X, Y ) the morphism of C given by f : Z → Y and g : Y → X objects
of C.
We let T be the regular homological theory defined in [4, §2]. In
fact, for such a category C and/or its Nori diagram D there is a
corresponding, slightly richer, signature Σ where vertices are sorts and
arrows are function symbols. We let A[T] be the abelian category of
constructible T-motives as defined in [4, §4]. This is the effectivization
of the regular syntactic category.
A model H of the regular theory T in an abelian category A yields a
representation H ∈ RepA(D). In particular, for A[T] and the universal
model HT (see [4, 4.1.5]) we get a representation HT ∈ RepA[T](D).
We can apply our Theorem to D, the Nori diagram of C, and we thus
obtain an exact functor F : Ab(D) → A[T] lifting HT, the abelian
category
A(T) := A(HT)
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defined to be the Serre quotient of Ab(D) by ker(F ) and the induced
faithful exact functor FT : A(T) → A[T] filling in the following com-
mutative diagram
Ab(D)
pi


F

D
HT
55
∆
99
H˜T
// A(T)
FT
// A[T]
2.2.1. Theorem. The functor FT : A(T)
≃
−→ A[T] is an equivalence.
Proof. Since FT is a faithful exact functor it preserves and reflects va-
lidity of regular sequents. Since FTH˜
T = HT we then obtain that
H˜T := pi∆ ∈ RepA(T)(D) is actually a model of T in the abelian cat-
egory A(T). Now recall (see [4, 4.1.3]) that there is a natural equiva-
lence, where T-Mod(A(T)) denotes the category of T-models in A(T),
T-Mod(A(T)) ∼= Ex(A[T],A(T))
so that we also obtain an exact functor G : A[T]→ A(T) corresponding
to the T-model H˜T above. By naturality, the composition FTG is the
identity since FTH˜
T = HT and the universal model corresponds to the
identity. On the other hand, by construction of the equivalence between
T-models and exact functors, we have that GHT ∼= H˜T. Therefore, by
uniqueness, using the universal property of the Theorem, applied to
H˜T ∈ RepA(T)(D), we then get that GFT is naturally isomorphic to the
identity. 
A similar argument works for the theories T′ obtained from T by
adding regular axioms on the same signature. Since the universal model
HT
′
of T′ in A[T′] is also a T-model we get a functor A[T] → A[T′]
sending HT to HT
′
. We thus easily obtain from Theorem 2.2.1 the
following:
2.2.2. Corollary. If T′ is obtained from T by adding regular axioms on
the same signature then A[T′] is a Serre quotient of A[T]. Furthermore,
T′ is a conservative extension of T if and only if A[T] ∼= A[T′] is an
equivalence.
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Note that this is also the case for the regular theory TH of a model
H ∈ T-Mod(A) obtained by adding all regular axioms which are valid
in the model H . As we regard a model as a representation we also get
a corresponding commutative diagram
Ab(D)
pi

  ##
F
%%
D
H
44
∆
99
H˜
// A(H) // A(TH) // A[TH ]
rH
// A
where the functor F is induced by H ∈ RepA(D) and the exact functor
rH : A[TH ]→ A corresponding to H ∈ T-Mod(A) is faithful as, clearly,
H is a conservative TH -model. Arguing as above, A(TH)→ A[TH ] also
is an equivalence. Since rH is faithful, A(H) and A[TH ] are quotients
of Ab(D) by the same Serre subcategory, hence are equivalent, and, so
finally:
2.2.3. Corollary. The functors A(H)
≃
−→ A(TH)
≃
−→ A[TH ] are equiva-
lences and the composition with rH coincides with the canonical faithful
exact functor FH attached to H ∈ RepA(D).
In particular, applying this to the case of Nori’s singular homology
representation Hsing in A = Ab we get
2.2.4. Corollary. EHM ∼= A(Hsing) ∼= A(THsing) ∼= A[THsing ]
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